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A search for alpha-driven beta-induced AlfvCn eigenmodes (BAE 
modes) was conducted in low current (1.0-1.6 MA) TFTR supershots. 
Stable high-beta deuterium-tritium (DT) discharges were obtained 
with B p  = 2.4 and central alpha beta of 0.1%. Instabilities beween 75- 
200 kHz were observed by magnetic probes in many DT discharges, 
but the activity was also present in deuterium-deuterium (DD) 
comparison discharges, indicating that these modes are not 
destabilized (principally) by the alpha-particle population. Losses of 
fusion products are also similar in the two sets of discharges. 
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ABSTRACT. A search for alpha-driven beta-induced Alfvb eigenmodes 
(BAE modes) was conducted in low current (1.0-1.6 MA) TFTR super- 
shots. Stable high-beta deuterium-tritium (DT) discharges were obtained 
with 4 = 2.4 and central alpha beta of 0.1%. Instabilities between 75- 
200 kHz were observed by magnetic probes in many DT discharges. but 
the activity was also present in deuterium-deuterium (DD) comparison dis- 
charges. indicating that these modes are not destabilized (principally) by 
the alpha-particle population. Losses of fusion products are also similar in  
the two sets of discharges. 
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bers of deuterium and tritium neutral sources were injected into nineteen 
“DT” discharges; an additional 140 “DD” discharges with deuterium injec- 
tion alone comprise the remainder of the dataset. The operational strategy 
had four steps. 

1. Steadily increase the number of beam sources Ns in DD plasmas until 
a disruption occurs; time the sources so the disruption occurs approx- 
imately 1.0 s after the start of beam injection. (Pushing the plasna 
to the disruptive limit maximizes i j P ,  while delaying the disruption for 
an alpha-particle slowing-down time yields a maximal value of ,O, in 
subsequent DT shots. ) 

2. After reconditioning the walls, produce approximately ten DD dis- 
charges with iVs - 1 sources to reestablish reproducibility. 

3. Convert half of the neutral beams to tritium and produce a DT dis- 
charge with Ns sources. 

4. Produce a DD comparison discharge with Ns or N s  + 1 sources. 

The beam power varied from -5-22 MW, the beam voltage was typically 
100 keV. and a similar neutral beam power was injected both parallel and 
anti-parallel to the plasma current (“balanced” injection). Plasmas with 
toroidal fields BT of 3.3, 4.i. and 5.1 T and currents Ip between 0.i and 
1.6 MA were produced. 

Relative to other TFTR DT discharges. the distinctive feature of these 
experiments is the use of a low. steady plasma current. Figure 1 compares 
the best 1.0 MA discharge with a 2.5 AIA discharge that had a large value 
of 3, [ll]. Since the maximum pressure in TFTR supershots is governed 
by a central beta, limit t,hat scales with the normalized current 1 , / n B ~ .  the 
maximum beam power in our low-current discharges is about half as large 
as in high-current supershots (Fig. I ) .  The stored energy I Y  is also 50% 
smaller. so the fusion reaction rate is only about 1/3 of the high-current 
value. Since disruptions were delayed i i u t i l  the aIpha pressure had peaked. 
the resulting central alpha beta is also about 1/3 of the high-current value 
(Fig. 1). On the other hand. the low-current discharge has a relatively 
large beta limit for TFTR (product of normalized beta and density peaking 
factor J.~n,(o) / (n , )  = 6.8). so tlic poloidal beta is 3 times larger than in 
high-current supershots (Fig. I ) .  

As is typical for supershots. tlir. spatial profiles peak strongly at, the 
magnetic asis (Fig. 2). The density is relatively low and the beam fuelling 



value of the magnetics signal does not necessarily coincide with the 
maximum value of the alpha density. 

0 Scintillators at  three different poloidal locations (45', 60°, and 90') 
measure fusion-product losses. The temporal evolution of the signals 
is very similar in DT and DD discharges. The signals appear consis- 
tent with t.he expected evolution associated with prompt losses [26]. 
Little or no correlation with the magnetic fluctuations is observed. 
If anomalous losses occur, they are much smaller (,$lo%) than the 
prompt losses. 

0 For a representative subset of the DT and DD discharges, coherent core 
fluctuations are not observed between 50 and 150 kHz by the reflec- 
tometer diagnostic [27]. Signals from the electron cyclotron emission 
grating polychromator [14] are similar in DT and DD discharges. 

0 For discharge #?5PG3. the beam-emission spectroscopy diagnostic [25] 
does not observe any coherent fluctuations above 60 kHz. 

This qualitative assessment is supported by a quantitative analysis of 
the magnetics and scintillator data. Measurements at  2-3 different times 
for every discharge in the dataset were entered into a database. If BAE 
modes were destablized by alpha particles, the mode amplitude at  large ,O, 
should be larger in DT shots than in DD shots, but this is not observed for 
fluctuations between 100-1-50 kHz (Fig. 6). Similar results are obtadned in 
t.he 75-95 kHz frequency band. The mode amplitude also does not correlate 
with the 14 MeV neutron emission (the alpha creation rate) SDT or with 
other plasma parameters (I,, 5,: BT,  TV. TE, Ps). 

Similar results are obtained for the scintillator data. For all three detec- 
tors. the normalized signal (loss/neutron) depends weakly on the magnetics 
amplitude and on ;I,, S D T .  I p ,  ii,. n e ( O ) / ( n e ) ,  BT. IV, TE,  and PB. 

In retrospect, the null result of this experiment is not surprising. 

0 In DIII-D, the stability threshold for the beam-driven BAE mode is 
comparable to the stability threshold for the beam-driven TAE mode 
[a]. So far, TAE modes driven by alpha particles alone have not been 
observed in TFTR [29-31] (wen in plasmas with - 3 times larger 
alpha pressure than in our discharges). In one experiment [32J. the 
rninority ions created by ion cyclotron heating supplemented the in- 
stability drive produced by the alpha particles. In this esperiment. 
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numbers inferred [20] from the relative phase of the probe data are given. 
Figure 5. Time evolution of 1 3 ~ ,  bandpass-filtered magnetics signal. and 

the normalized fusion product losses in the DT shot #85863 and in a com- 
parison DD discharge (#8.5864). The fusion-product detector [25] measures 
alpha particles in the DT discharge (the signal is normalized to the DT neu- 
tron emission). In the DD discharge, alpha particles produce N 65% of the 
signal and tritons and protons produce the remaining 35%. (Since the DD 
fusion products produce 2/3 of the light produced by alpha particles [25], 
the signal is normalized to SDT + ~ S D D . )  The detector is at the bottom of 
the machine (90"). 

Figure 6. Bandpass magnetics amplitude versus &, for DT (circle) and 
DD (square) discharges. 
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ABSTRACT. A search for alpha-driven beta-induced AlfvCn eigenmodes 
(BAE modes) was conducted in low current (1.0-1.6 MA) TFTR super- 
shots. Stable high-beta deuterium-tritium (DT) discharges were obtained 
with ;3p = 2.4 and central alpha beta of 0.1%. Instabilities between i 5 -  
200 kHz were observed by magnetic probes in many DT discharges. but 
the activity was also present in deuterium-deuterium (DD) comparison dis- 
charges. indicating that these modes are not destabilized (principally) by 
the alpha-particle population. Losses of fusion products are also similar in 
the t,wo sets of discharges. 
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Alpha particles are produced in DT fusion reactions. In a tokamak reac- 
tor, intense alpha popuiations might drive instabilities that cause anomalous 
transport of the alpha pa.rticles. resulting in degraded plasma performance 
or damage to internal vacuum-vessel hardware. It is important, therefore, 
to determine the stability threshold of alpha-driven instabilities. 

In DIII-D experiments that are designed to simulate alpha:particle ef- 
fects, intense beam-ion populations destabilize two types of ,Alfvh insta- 
bilities, the toroidicity-induced AlfvGn eigenmode (TAE) [l] and the beta- 
induced Alfvbn eigenmode (BAE) [2]. The BAE modes have frequencies 
that are N 40% of the TAE frequency [a] (in a low frequency gap beneath 
the Alfv6n continuum of ideal MHD [3].) BAE modes occur in high-beta 
plasmas. They were first observed in plasmas where the fast-ion speed was 
comparable to the AlfvGn speed. but were later seen in plasmas with sub- 
Alfvhic fast-ion populations [4]. 

Motivated by these simulation experiments. we tried to destabilize BAE 
modes with alpha particles in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). 
At the time of the experiment there were no theoretical predictions of BAE 
stability. so we adopted an empirical approach. Our operational goal was 
to maximize the alpha. particle pressure ( to  maximize the instability drive) 
at a large value of poloidal beta ( to  maximize the low-frequency gap in the 
AlfvGn continuum). No alpha-driven BAE modes were observed. 

Since the t,ime of the esperinient. more has been learned about instabili- 
ties in the BAE gap. Esperinierital work on TFTR foiind that instabilities in 
this band have frequencies comparable to CZ,~,~/:! [GI. (w+ is the ion diamag- 
netic frequency), as espected for kinetic 1)aIlooiiin~ modes [C;]. Numerical 
studies [i-9] discovered energetic particle rtiotles (modes that do not ex- 
ist in the a.bserice of a. fast-ion popillation) wi th  frequencies similar to the 
“BAE“ modes observed in DIII-D. .l recent unified theoretical treatment of 
the background plasma. behavior ( i n  t he absence of energetic particles) finds 
that the most unstaBle’ regiriie correspontls to a coupling between the drift- 
like KBM branch and the .\lfvC.nic U-lE I)ranch. Comparison of these new 
theories with the observed instabi1irir;s is the topic of a future paper. This 
letter addresses the effect of alplia particles 011 modes in this BAE/KBM 
frequency band. 

The data were obtained cl i i r i i iK a ~ ~ c 4 i  of TFTR operation in April 1995. 
The plasmas were limited on a ~vcll-c.oiiditiouetl inner wall (major radius 
R = 2.52 m. minor radius I I  = 0.S; m) aiid the confinement was charac- 
teristic of supershot5 [ 101 (typi(*ai II O.i(i s) .  -1pprosimately equal num- 



bers of deuterium and tritium neutral sources were injected into nineteen 
“DT” discharges; an additional 140 “DD” discharges with deuterium injec- 
tion aIone comprise the remainder of the dataset. The operational strategy 
had four steps. 

1. Steadily increase the number of beam sources N s  in DD plasmas until 
a disruption occurs; time the sources so the disruption occurs approx- 
imately 1.0 s after the start of beam injection. (Pushing the plasma 
to the disruptive limit maximizes 13,, while delaying the disruption for 
an alpha-particle slowing-down time yields a maximal value of 0, in 
subsequent DT shots. ) 

2. After reconditioning the walls, produce approximately ten DD dis- 

3. Convert half of the neutral beams to tritium and produce a DT dis- 

charges with IV, - 1 sources to reestablish reproducibility. 

charge with N s  sources. 

4. Produce a DD comparison discharge with Ns or Ns -f- 1 sources. 

The beam power varied from 5-22 MW, the beam voltage was typically 
100 keV. and a similar neutral beam power was injected both parallel and 
anti-parallel to the plasma current (“balanced” injection). Plasmas with 
toroidal fields BT of 3.3, 4.7. and 5.1 T and currents I, between 0.i and 
1.6 MA were produced. 

Relat,ive to other TFTR DT discharges. the distinctive feature of these 
experiments is the use of a low. steady plasma current. Figure 1 compares 
the best 1.0 MA discharge with a 2.5 11.4 discharge that had a large value 
of 6, [ll]. Since the maximum pressure in TFTR supershots is governed 
by a central beta. limit that scales with the normalized current Ip/nBT, the 
maximum beam power in our low-current discharges is about half as large 
as in high-current supershots (Fig. 1).  The stored energy TV is also - 50% 
smaller. so the fusion reaction rate is only about 1/3 of the high-current 
value. Since disruptions were delay4 u n t i l  the alpha pressure had peaked. 
t.he resulting central alpha beta is also about 1/3 of the high-current value 
(Fig. 1). On the other hand. the low-current discharge has a relatively 
large beta limit for TFTR (product of normalized beta and density peaking 
factor .j.vne(0)/(n,) = 6.8). so tlic poloidnl beta is - 3 times larger t.han in  
high-current supershots ( Fig. 1 ). 

As is typical for supershots. the spatial profiles peak strongly at the 
magnetic asis (Fig. 2). The densify is relatively low and the beam fuelling 



is strong, so the beam density is comparable to the thermal ion densities 
and the central beam pressure is a large fraction ( N 40%) of the total. The 
alpha pressure is an order of magnitude smaller. The large value of poloidal 
beta creates a relatively large low-frequency gap in the AlfvPn continuum 
(Fig. 3 ) .  

In addition to disruptions. three types of instabilities are observed in 
most of these high beta plasmas (Fig. 4). In the low frequency band (A50 kHz), 
modes with toroidal mode numbers n between 1-4 are seen [21]. These modes 
are probably tearing modes [22]. At higher frequencies (2200 kHz), modes 
with the characteristics of edge Alfvkn modes [23] are observed. These modes 
have toroidal mode number n. = 0. extend over a relatively large range of 
frequencies, and do not correlate with observable fast-ion losses. It is the 
modes in the intermediate frequency band (30-150 kHz) that a.re of greatest 

-interest for this study. These modes often appear as a “cluster” of several 
modes separated in frequency by y 10 kHz. The clusters consist of 2-4 peaks 
with successively increasing toroidal mode numbers between n = 2 and 5. 
Their features close!,. resemble tlie B=1E modes observed in DIII-D [2]. In 
other cases, single modes with I !  = 1-5 appear in this frequency band. 

Like the DIII-D BAE modes. these intermediate-frequency modes have 
frequencies that fall in the low-frequency gap beneath the Alfv6n continuum 
of idea1 MHD (Fig. 3).  In a. frame rotating with the plasma, all of t.he toroidal 
modes in a cluster have 1iearl.v the same frequency in the interior of the 
plasma. (In other words. the splitting of the peak into a “cluster“ is probably 
caused by the Doppler shift.) Calculations wit11 the ideal MHD code GAT0 
reveal gIobaI eigenmodes in tlie center o f  tlie plasrua. with frequencies close to 
the measured frequency ( Fig. 3 ). ‘Tliew eiqeniiiotles resemble the theoretical 
“BAE” modes computed for DIII-  D qiiilihria [24]. The internal frequency 
is also comparable to tlie espcctotl I’rrqiiericy [(j] of kinetic ballooning modes 
(Fig. 3) .  

Having established that t1ic.w p1;iwia.s m i  support “ B A E  modes similar 
to those observed in DIII-D. \VP p r o u w i  t o  aii examination of the effect of 
alpha particles on the niotl~s. Our .!pprmch is to compare DT discharges 
with companion DD discliargps : h i  ! I A V I ~  .;imilar plasma parameters (Fig. 5). 
No effect correlated specilicall~ wi! 1: . i I p i i ; i  particles is observed. 

0 X bank of bandpilss filtc’r- s i i i . i i t L ( b s  tlic fluctuations measured by a 
magnetic probe. Tlie a ~ i i p l i ~  r t t b  ()I’ 1 Iici fluctuations is comparable in 
D T  and D D  coiiipiirisoii d i s ( i : i rwq  i n  bot li the 75-95 kHz filter band 
and in the 100-150 k l t z  fillclr I ) : i i i ( l .  .\lso. in DT discharges. the peak 

I 



value of the magnetics signal does not necessarily coincide with the 
maximum value of the alpha density. 

0 Scintillators at three different poloidal locations (45O, 60°, and 90') 
measure fusion-product losses. The temporal evolution of the signals 
is very similar in DT and DD discharges. The signals appear consis- 
tent with the expected evolution associated with prompt losses [2G]. 
Little or no correlation with the magnetic fluctuations is observed. 
If anomalous losses occur, they are much smaller (210%) than the 
prompt losses. 

0 For a representative subset of the DT and DD discharges, coherent core 
fluctuations are not observed between 50 and 150 kHz by the reflec- 
tometer diagnostic [27]. Signals from the electron cyclotron emission 
grating polychromator [14] are similar in DT and DD discharges. 

0 For discharge #858G3. the beam-emission spectroscopy diagnostic [25] 
does not observe any coherent fluctuations above 60 kHz. 

This qualitative assessment is supported by a quantitative analysis of 
the magnetics and scintillator data. Measurements at  2-3 different times 
for every discharge in the dataset were entered into a database. If BAE 
modes were destablized by alpha particles, the mode amplitude at  large PF 
should be larger in DT shots than in DD shots, but this is not observed for 
fluctuations between 100-1.50 kHz (Fig. 6). Similar results are obta.ined in 
t.he 75-95 kHz frequency band. The mode amplitude also does not correlate 
with the 1.4 MeV neutron emission (the alpha creation rate) SDT or with 
other plasma parameters ( I p ,  fie: BT,  W .  Q, PB). 

Similar results are obtained for the scintillator data. For all three detec- 
tors. the normalized signal (loss/neutron) depends weakly on the magnetics 
amplitude and on ;IF, SDT. Ip,  fi,. ne(0 ) / (ne ) ,  BT. W2 TE, and PB. 

In retrospect, the null result of this experiment is not surprising. 

0 In DIII-D, tlie stability tlircsliold for tlie beam-driven BAE mode is 
comparable to the stability threshold for the beam-driven TAE mode 
[a]. So far, TAE modes driven by alpha particles alone have not been 
observed in TFTR [29-31] (wen in plasmas with - 3 times larger 
alpha pressure than in our discharges). In one experiment [XI. the 
minority ions created by ion cyclotron heating supplemented the in- 
stability drive produced by tlie alpha particles. in this experiment. 



estimates indicate that alpha particles with a central beta of 0.13% 
provided 10-30% of the drive needed to destabilize the TAE mode. If 
we assume that the alpha drive is proportional to  /3, and make the 
rough approximation that the damping of the background plasma for 
the TAE experiment is comparable to the damping of BAE modes in 
our experiment. the estimated alpha drive in our experiment is only - 15% of the damping. 

0 The threshold for beam-driven BXE modes in DIII-D is around (Pt,);Ll% 
[A], where (at,) is the volume-averaged beam beta. In this experiment. 
the observed modes in the .50-1.50 kHz are probably destabilized by the 
beam ions or by the plasma pressure. The beam beta in this experi- . 
ment is 0(1%), which is an order of magnitude larger than the alpha 
beta (Fig. 2c). Thus. in order to make a significant contribution to 
the instability drive. the alpha. particles would have to  resonate much 
more strongly with the BXE modes than the beam ions do. 

0 Previously, alpha particle losses were correlated ivith 100-200 kHz 
MHD activity in ahigh-current (2.1 SIA) supershot plasma [33]. A the- 
oretical analysis [3R] suggests the modes are kinetic ballooning modes 
that are destabilized primarily by the background plasma pressure. 
wibh the alpha particles wi th  . j ,(O) ‘v 0,23% only making a small 
destabilizing contribution. ;\ssuniinq that the general features of this 
a.nalysis apply to our low-curreiit siiprshots. the 2 ,O . l% alpha beta in 
our esperiment is too small to cscite kinetic ballooning modes. 

In summary. any contrihlitioii of i \ I ~ ) l i n  1 ) i i r t  icles to the desta.bilization of 
BAE or kinetic ballooning inotlcs i t i  h v - w r r e i i t  TFTR supershots is below 
the threshold of detection. .is n roiteli wtitnate. the alpha-particle drive 
a.ppears to be an order of niae;nitirtlr w ~ i k o r  than the drive associated with 
the background plasma arid I ) W I I I  i o ~ ~ .  I lime data should be useful in 
testing the emerging t.heories of r Iw 11-1 E mode. 

The many contributiotis of 1 I io  i.l‘l’ll : w i n  are gratefully adaowledged. 
particularly helpful suggcstioith l)y I{. I~ i id~iy .  11. Duong, R. HawryIuk. D. 
Mikkelsen. D. Mueller. Ii. O n ~ n s .  ;i11(1 .I. 51 raclian. This work was supported 
by the V. S. Department of i.;tii~r:\. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Comparison between a low-current supershot (discharge #85863) 

and a high-current supershot ( # X K O ) .  Plasma current I,, injected beam 
power PB, 14 MeV neutron emission SDT. poloidal beta .O, (from magnetics) 
and central alpha beta [computed by TRANSP [12]). 

Figure 2, (a) Profiles of the electron (solid), thermal deuterium (dot), 
thermal tritium (chain dot), deuterium beam (solid), and tritium beam 
(dash) densities in discharge #858G3 at 3.0 s. (The electron profile has been 
divided by 4.) The abscissa is the square root of the normalized toroidal 
flux (2 r / a ) .  Equal numbers of tritium and deuterium beams were injected; 
half the beams were co-injected with the current and half were counter- 
injected. The electron density is measured by a ten-channel interferometer 
[13]; the other profiles are computed by TRANSP. (b) Profiles of the electron 
temperature (dash) as inferred from the electron cyclotron emission [14.15] 
and of the ion temperature (solid) measured by charge-exchange recombi- 
nation spectroscopy [16]. (c) TRXXSP profiles of the total beta (solid), 
beam beta (dash), and alpha pa.rticle beta (chain dot). Toroidal field on 

Figure 3. Comparison of a.n observed n = 3 mode at 3.9 s in dis- 
charge #8.5863 (dashed line) with several quantities of theoretical interest. 
The laboratory frequency (measured by magnetic probes) is corrected for 
the Doppler shift [17] to give the mode frequency in the plasma frame. The 
shaded regions are the continuum of ideal UHD as computed by the CONT 
[3] code; the BAE and TAE “gaps“ fall below and between the continuum 
bands, respectively. The solid lines mithiii ‘the shaded region represent. the 
continuum for n = 3 modes. The solid horizontal lines in the BAE gap rep- 
resent “ B A E  modes found by the ideal W I D  code GAT0 [24]; the length 
of the line represents the approsirtiate spatial extent of the mode. The 
dotted line labeled “IiBAl“ is the espected frequency of an n = 3 kinetic 
ballooning mode with frequency .+, /k. The equilibrium is computed by 
EFIT E181 using magnetics data. iiiotional Stark effect (MSE) [19] measure- 
ments and kinetic profiles frorii TR.\XSP: the EFIT q profile is also shown. 
The Doppler shift correction uses toroidal rotation and temperature pro- 
files measured by charge eschangc reconibination spectroscopy [16] and the 
mass density and KBM profiles are obtained from TRANSP (Fig. 2). The 
abscissa is the normalized poloidal I1 11s. 

Figure 4. Average a amplit ittic. of magnetic activity from a toroidal 
array of magnetic probes on sliot #S:?PCj:3 at 3.76 s. The toroidal inode 

BT(0) = 4.2 T; / 3 ~  = 0.60; /!Ip = 2.4. 



numbers inferred [20] from the relative phase of the probe data are given. 
Figure 5.  Time evolution of 13,, bandpass-filtered magnetics signal. and 

the normalized fusion product losses in the DT shot #85863 and in a com- 
parison DD discharge (#8.5864). The fusion-product detector [25] measures 
alpha particles in the DT discharge (the signal is normalized to the DT neu- 
tron emission). In the DD discharge, alpha particles produce ,,, 65% of the 
signal and tritons and protons produce the remaining N 35%. (Since the DD 
fusion products produce 2/3 of the light produced by alpha particles [25], 
the signal is normalized to SDT + ~SD,.)  The detector is at the bottom of 
the machine (90'). 

Figure 6. Bandpass magnetics amplitude versus Pp for DT (circle) and 
DD (square) discharges. 
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